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Green Umbrella Max Defense System™ wins a high-performance architectural 

concrete floor with products designed to play well together. Created for owners 

and design professionals who have experienced the failure of products that do not 

team well. A system for the success of interior polished concrete @MatureAge™. 

Using a GreenCut Abrasives System that includes a surface refinement cutting 

agent, GreenCut™. Profiled with the use of PowerTrowels or Grinders with produc-

tion rates that seem unfair compared to the completion. Processed using selected 

GC abrasives - BigStock™, GC-X™, GC-Fusion™, GCEraser™, and GCPolishPlus™ - to 

create a superior mechanical foundation defense with any specified class of profile 

or gloss. The Max Defense System first covers the field with DryShield™, our highly abrasion-resistant flagship densifi-

er that fills the concrete void. Shield & Enhance™ is next in the lineup to protect from salt with superior stain protec-

tion. Then bringing a fantastic finish with Interior Microfilm™, a repairable wear-guard that brings clarity to the profile. 

Max Defense promotes bonding and cross-linking within the concrete without the negative side-effect of ASR or 

topical de-lamination found with other products. Maintain with GreenClean™, a LifeCycle™ cleaner with densifer built 

in. All of this is “concrete’s best game plan”.

GC BIGSTOCK GC X GC FUSION

GreenCut™ is a Neutral Nano Surface Profile Agent. Used in applications where conventional laborious 
processing was specified but where a more refined surface and reduction in product treatment is desired.

Interior Microfilm™ is a Penetrating Reactive Interior Microfinish for Profiled Surfaces for interior surfaces only. Used in 
applications where basic stain guards are specified but where a more permeant, reactive, and high-performance treatment is 

desired.

DryShield™ is a Penetrating Completely Reactive Hydrophilic Insoluble Nano Densifier for interior or 
exterior. Green Umbrella’s our flagship cross-over densifier DryShield for use in applications where a 

high-abrasion resistant and value-engineered treatment is needed. 

Shield & Enhance™ basic use is a Penetrating Completely Reactive Silane Modified Densifier for interior or 
exterior. Used in applications where basic hardeners are specified but where a color guard that will prevent 
oxidization, not simply a color inhibitor— with the highest stain chloride intrusion, stain and salt protection, 

and high-performance concrete hardener is desired.
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